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PROFESSIONAL
SUMMARY

Tech-savvy Full Stack Web Developer proficient in fundamental front-end
languages and server-side languages. In-depth knowledge of Oracle, MySQL
and MongoDB. Analytical and precise professional with 3 years of hands-on
experience taking charge of front and back-end web development. Skillful
creating servers and databases for functionality and designing and developing
APIs. Hardworking collaborator with track record of superior results.
Well-qualified Full Stack Developer familiar with wide range of programming
utilities and languages. Knowledgeable of backend and frontend development
requirements. Handles any part of process with ease. Collaborative team player
with excellent technical abilities offering 3 years of related experience.
Goal-oriented Web Developer brings strong commitment to collaboration and
solutions-oriented problem-solving. Use various web design packages to develop
custom-crafted, customer-focused websites and designs. Committed to high
standards of user experience, usability and speed over more than 3 years for
multiple users. Lends detailed knowledge of SEO to increase visibility.

SKILLS JavaScript programming
CSS proficiency
HTML proficiency
React proficiency
PHP proficiency

ASP.NET proficiency
Bootstrap proficiency
Jquery proficiency
Website optimization
CMS management

WORK HISTORY 02/2018 to CURRENTFREELANCE WEB DEVELOPER

Anjammidam.com

Planned website development, converting mockups into usable web
presence with HTML, JavaScript, AJAX and JSON coding.
Provided front-end website development using WordPress, Hubspot and
other editing software.
Designed, implemented and monitored web pages, plugins and
functionality for continuous improvement.
Pulled from PHP, SQL, JavaScript and other back-end library knowledge to
bolster programming resources.
Applied latest emerging technology, software and project application
trends to update and maintain site applicability.
Multi-tasked across multiple functions and roles to generate project results
and meet deadlines and organizational expectations.
Implemented Google-based SEO and ad campaigns to meet budget
specifications.



Conducted functional testing over course of web development lifecycle.
Provided ongoing efficiency and security maintenance and patching on
website interface to maintain viability after launch.

02/2019 to 03/2020ONLINE TEACHER

Faranesh

Tutored students through challenges and issues in project and assignment
completion.
Developed lesson plans to engage students online, holding class
accountable and generating greater comprehension and learning.
Coached students in individual completion of personal projects, connecting
with subject matter experts and creating favorable and enriching memories
while building skills.
Designed field-based, individually led field trips and associated
assignments to further enrich student experience.
Navigated technical difficulties in organizing virtual classrooms, adapting
lessons where necessary and supporting students in accessing lessons
successfully.
Wrote tests with fairness and rigor, tailoring to focus on key unit objectives
and essential concepts.

01/2019 to 03/2019IT TECHNICIAN

Ministry of Education of Neyshabur | Neyshabur, Khorasan razavi

Analyzed Technological issues to identify troubleshooting methods needed
for quick remediation.
Responded to support requests from end users and patiently walked
individuals through basic troubleshooting tasks.
Linked computers to network and peripheral equipment, including printers
and scanners.
Configured systems according to prescribed software and hardware
frameworks.
Managed mobile device fleets, tracking deployments, faults and
acceptance of all units to prevent property loss.
Explained technical information in clear terms to non-technical individuals
to promote better understanding.
Established, repaired and optimized networks by installing wiring, cabling
and devices.

02/2016 to 01/2018FRONT END DEVELOPER

Bamilo | Tehran

Managed full-cycle design tasks, handling all phases from conception to
completion while maintaining guidelines throughout.
Collaborated with stakeholders during development processes to confirm
creative proposals and design best practices.



Designed email marketing assets, powering outreach campaign execution.
Produced websites compatible with multiple browsers.
Reviewed and tested customer-facing prototypes before deployment,
applying best practice diagnostic techniques to verify usability.
Verified all web-based products fulfilled prescribed project needs through
direct interaction with stakeholders.
Designed and updated layouts to meet usability and performance
requirements.

EDUCATION 08/2020Associate of Arts | Software Engineering

Technical And Vocational University of Iran, Neyshabur

06/2018High School Diploma
National Organization For Development of Exception, Neyshabur

CERTIFICATIONS MCPD - Microsoft Certified Professional Developer
Certified Associate Webmaster
Web design and digital marketing cert. - MTP academy Austria
CS50x 2019 Gold certificate - Harvard University


